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Kindle Version Launched! 

New History Book Discredits Prevailing Accounts of How America 

Became a Great Power 
Nationalist Statesmen Battle Imperialists and Slaveholders in Fight to Create Canals, 

Railroads and Modern Society 

In Who We Are: America’s Fight for Universal Progress, from Franklin to 

Kennedy, author Anton Chaitkin draws from 40 years of research into American and 

world history to correct the disastrous flaw in the way the creation of modern times has 

so far been presented. The result goes far towards obliterating the Establishment’s 

misleading account of core economic history. Who We Are can be purchased at 

Amazon.com in paperback ($19.99 – 480 pages including 43 pages of illustrations) and 

in a newly available Kindle e-book ($9.99).  

It is the first detailed, deeply documented account of the American industrial 

revolution as the successful project of  certain U.S. leaders. They were committed to 

mankind’s improvement, and won a political war with the imperial and slaveowning 

opponents of such progress.  

In contrast, Establishment accounts of national economic progress are limited to 

“trends” and pre-existing “conditions,” but exclude the intentions and actions of 

leaders fighting to make it happen. 

The just-published first volume (1750s to 1850s)  

• reveals Benjamin Franklin’s previously unknown, central catalytic role in 
England’s early industrial breakthroughs 

• proves that Man’s control over nature in the form of industrial progress was the 
American republic’s core founding program and mission   

• uncovers the betrayal that sabotaged the original program for industrialization 

• documents the revival of Revolutionary idealism by impassioned leaders who 
then directed America’s industrial revolution 
 

The Lunar Society of England calls the book a “major work on the development and 

advancement of progressive thought in the United States of America.”  

A website accompanying the book contains color pictures, live links to the wealth of 

cited archival sources, and additional information. Visit: WhoWeAreBook.com. 

### 

To interview Anton Chaitkin about Who We Are: America’s Fight for Universal 

Progress, from Franklin to Kennedy (Volume 1: 1750s to 1850s), contact him at 

info@antonchaitkin.com. 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08NS611G9/
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